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Abstract: Paediatric gliomas represent the most common brain tumour in children. Early diagnosis and
treatment greatly improve survival. Histological grade is the most significant classification system affecting
treatment planning and prognosis. Paediatric gliomas depend on pathways and genes responsible for mitotic
activity and cell proliferation as well as angiogenesis (MAPK, VEGF, EFGR pathways). Symptoms such as
focal neurologic deficit or seizures can facilitate diagnosis, but they are not always present and therefore
diagnosis is occasionally delayed. Imaging has adequate diagnostic accuracy (surpassing 90%), and novel
imaging techniques such as MR spectroscopy and PET increase only slightly this percentage. Low grade
gliomas (LGG) can be approached conservatively but most authors suggest surgical excision. High grade
gliomas (HGG) are always operated with exception of specific contradictions including butterfly or extensive
dominant hemisphere gliomas. Surgical excision is universally followed by radiotherapy and chemotherapy,
which slightly increase survival. Inoperable cases can be managed with or without radiosurgery depending on
location and size, with adjunctive use of radiotherapy and chemotherapy. Surgical excision must be aggressive
and gross total resection (GTR) should be attempted, if possible, since it can triple survival. Radiosurgery
is effective on smaller tumours of <2 cm2. Surgical excision is always the treatment of choice, but glioma
recurrences, and residual tumours in non-critical locations are candidates for radiosurgery especially if
tumour volume is low. Management of recurrences includes surgery, radiosurgery and chemoradiotherapy
and it should be individualized according to location and size. In combination with molecular targeted
therapeutic schemes, glioma management will be immensely improved in the next years.
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Introduction
Gliomas are brain tumours derived from glial cells, which
are responsible for neuron cell support. The incidence
of brain tumours in children lies at 5 cases per 100,000
population, 75% of which are classified as gliomas (1).
The latter represents the most common category of brain
tumours and pose a great neurosurgical challenge. In order
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to maximize patient survival, aggressive tumour removal is
required, and “GTR” (gross total resection) should be the
optimal result of every operation (2), especially for high
grade gliomas (HGG). Subsequently, since histological
types of paediatric gliomas favour lower grade lesions,
there is a much higher chance of survival through effective
management than adults (3).
Gliomas can be divided into three distinct general
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categories. HGG, low grade gliomas (LGG) and the
separate category of diffuse intrinsic pontine gliomas
(DIPG). The latter although officially part of HGG should
be viewed separately due to their specific nature, molecular
characteristics and management strategy. These three
tumour entities require different treatment strategies. LGG
can be followed conservatively and not operated although
there is much controversy throughout the literature on
this course of action. The general consensus is to operate
paediatric patients with suspected LGG, but many authors
suggest a conservative course of action for asymptomatic
stable lesions with imaging characteristics of LGG (4).
HGG must always be operated unless there are specific
contradictions such as very critical tumour location,
butterfly appearance, or extended lesions covering the
dominant hemisphere. DIPG are considered inoperable and
are managed with chemoradiotherapy. It is widely accepted
that for most cases of HGG an adjunctive therapeutic
strategy of radiotherapy and/or chemotherapy is the optimal
treatment. However, evidence is lacking for an adjunctive
treatment plan for LGG. The most accepted management
strategy is to utilize adjunctive chemotherapy in cases of
incomplete LGG resection (2). Finally, radiosurgery is
considered to be an option not only for inoperable cases of
HGG but also for cases of glioma recurrences and residual
tumours.
Pathology
Histological features
Paediatric gliomas are classified according to histological
criteria into a grading system of malignancy by World
Health Organisation (WHO) (5). WHO grades I–IV have
extremely different 5-year survival rates up from 95% for
grades I and II gliomas and down to less than 10% for
grade IV gliomas or even less than 1% for DIPG. We
should also note that a 30–40% rise has been reported
recently in median survival of patients with grades II and III
gliomas, reaching the level of 2–3 years (6). Nevertheless,
it must be noted that even among two tumours with
identical histological grade, there can be variations in
survival taking into account genetic markers, and specific
genes affecting histological grading which will be discussed
later on. Gliomas are derived from glial cells that have the
potential to evolve into LGG, such as pilocytic astrocytoma,
ganglioglioma, dysembryoplastic neuroepithelial tumour
(DNET), diffuse glioma, HGG such as anaplastic
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astrocytoma, glioblastoma multiforme, as well as other types
of gliomas such as ependymomas, oligodendrogliomas,
brain stem gliomas, optic nerve gliomas, and finally mixed
type gliomas (1). Even though tumour cell origin does not
directly play a role in clinical course and treatment since
histological grade alone dictates management course, cell
origin-based subtypes usually have specific histological
grade distribution. Therefore, ependymomas, for example,
do not stand above grade III, brain stem gliomas are
classified more often as grade IV, whilst optic nerve gliomas
tend to be of lower histological grade, and glioblastoma
multiforme is always classified as grade IV, etc. About twothirds of total gliomas are low grade and thus of better
prognosis, and one third are considered as high grade (7).
Genetics
Genetic changes have been extensively investigated in the
recent years, and provide significant information associated
with glioma prognosis and clinical course. According to
recent data, genetics have been proven predictive of tumour
behaviour and they offer significant insight in therapeutic
decisions. They have not yet been directly incorporated
in glioma management decision algorithms, however
due to their correlation to tumour’s clinical behaviour
they might play role in future therapeutic protocols and
especially when deciding adjuvant medical treatment
regimens, radiotherapy or radiosurgery approaches.
Although not yet directly affecting management, genes
have been incorporated in histological grading protocols.
The presence of IDH 1/2 (isocitrate dehydrogenase 1)
and p.K27M mutations in HIST1H3B genes, can move an
otherwise lower grade tumour to a Grade IV classification
and indirectly affect management (5). A list of the most
central genes for paediatric gliomas is presented in
Table 1 indicating the significance of each gene and possible
management implications. Histone gene mutations are
much more common in children and young adults, and this
is the main genetic difference between adult and paediatric
HGGs. H3F3A histone gene mutations have been linked to
a much lower survival (13 months) for malignant brainstem
gliomas (8). H3G34 mutant tumours are considered by
many authors as a separate nosologic entity that should
be separated from conventional histological grading
classification (9). Another histone, HIST1H3B and the
p.K27M substitution have been studied in the majority of
DIPGs. IDH 1/2 mutations also play a pivotal role in glioma
malignancy and dedifferentiation, being commonly detected
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Table 1 Genes implicated in paediatric gliomas and their function
Gene name

Function

BRAF

Viral oncogene homolog involved in the MAP pathway, fusions and mutations of the BRAF gene have been
associated with worse prognosis for LGG

FGFR

Signal transduction surface receptors, alterations found in diffuse LGG, relevance to prognosis not yet defined

MYB/MYBL1

Viral oncogene analogue, present in 25% of grade II LGG. Relation to prognosis is not yet defined

IDH 1/2

Not common in the paediatric population. It has been directly linked with prognosis in adults. Mutation in these
genes can change glioma grade classification

HIST1H3B

Very common in the paediatric population. p.K27M mutation can change glioma grade classification

H3

G34 mutation in the histone 3 gene are considered extremely malignant tumours and are considered by many as a
separate nosologic entity

TP53

One of the most important genes. Mutations in this gene indicate high grade malignant tumour behaviour

MAP, mitogen-activated protein; LGG, low grade gliomas.

in adult LGGs, and not in the paediatric population (10).
Other mutations associated with HGG include ATRX, ALK2
gene mutations and NTRK gene fusions (11). BRAF (v-Raf
murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B) mutations and
fusions are very often encountered in low grade paediatric
gliomas (10). Notable fusions which however have not yet
been linked with prognosis and require further study include
FXR1-BRAF, BRAF-MACF1. From BRAF gene mutations,
BRAF V600E is the most common and has been linked with
lower survival. Other genes which seem to be involved in
paediatric LGGs are NF1, H3F3A, FGFR1 (fibroblast growth
factor receptor 1). Infiltrative diffuse astrocytoma’s (grade
III), frequently harbour MYB and MYBL1 (Myb protooncogene protein) gene rearrangements that play a role in
infiltrative lower grade glioma behaviour. TP53 mutations
are also commonly detected in diffuse astrocytoma’s,
indicating infiltrative tumour behaviour (12). Furthermore,
other genes studied in gliomas, such as MGMT (O-6methylguanine-DNA methyltransferase) methylation
or TERT promoter (Telomerase reverse transcriptase)
mutations, are not commonly found in the paediatric
population (10,13).
Molecular biology
In order to identify the genes affecting glioma prognosis
and response to treatment, it is imperative to study the
molecular biology which powers glioma proliferation. The
paediatric population naturally has the same molecular
biology as the adult population, with very few differences,
such as the relative absence of IDH mutations in paediatric
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LGGs and the much higher prevalence of histone gene
mutations. However paediatric gliomas are commonly of
lower grade and therefore low-grade glioma pathways are
much more meaningful when studying paediatric gliomas.
Molecular biology data are of great importance since they
can guide molecular therapy, which is currently considered
as the future of cancer treatment (14). However, it is true
that molecular glioma treatment is currently at a very
nascent stage and no actual clinical application as yet. The
main pathways affected in HGG according to the literature
are the EGF (epidermal growth factor) and VEGF (vascular
endothelial growth factor) pathways which are responsible
for angiogenesis. Angiogenesis plays an important role
in tumour growth and diffusive malignant behaviour.
PDGFR (platelet-derived growth factor receptors) and
EGFR (epidermal growth factor receptor), parts of the
PI3K (phosphatidylinositol-4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinase)
signalling cascade, play a role in cell proliferation and also
seem to be important in glioma development. Another
important molecular pathway in HGG is the deregulated
p53/RB (tumor protein 53, retinoblastoma protein)
pathway, which seems to be affected in over 80% of HGG
cases. Mutations in this pathway have been associated with
malignant high-grade tumor behavior. LGG present only a
few molecular differences. The most studied pathway is the
MAP (mitogen-activated protein) kinase pathway, and more
specifically BRAF and FGFR1 kinases. The key difference
between high grade and low-grade glioma molecular
biology lies on the fact that HGGs are linked with
dysfunction in pathways involved in angiogenesis, which
is one of the main characteristics of malignant neoplasms
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Figure 1 Main pathways involved in paediatric gliomas. Multiple
ligands such as EGF and VEGF, bind on RTK receptors and EGF
binds on EGFR activating common pathways which eventually

pathway affected in pediatric gliomas which involves
both HGG and LGGs is the PI3 Kinase (PI3K/mTOR)
pathway (15). Loss of function of PTEN (phosphatase
and tensin homolog) which is the main negative PI3K
regulator or PI3K overactivation can lead to malignant
tumor behavior (11). The aforementioned pathways
present the basis for tailoring of a more targeted molecular
treatment with MAPK pathway being commonly targeted
with BRAF or MEK inhibitors (16). EGFR pathway is
also a very popular molecular treatment pathway usually
through monoclonal antibodies that disrupt EGFR ligand
binding (17). Clinical trial studies show that dual PI3K/
mTOR inhibitors are promising therapeutic agents for
future pediatric glioma treatment (15). The best studied
molecular pathways in pediatric gliomas and their
interconnections are shown schematically in Figure 1 along
with potential molecular treatment options.

lead to ERK and SGK1 activation, affecting nuclear gene
transcription and therefore causing cell division, proliferation and
malignant tumor behavior. In red: possible molecular treatment
options. L, ligand; RTK, probable serine/threonine-protein kinase;
EGF, endothelial growth factor; EGFR, endothelial growth factor
receptor; PTEN, phosphatase and tensin homolog; RAS, RAS
protein superfamily; MEK, mitogen-activated protein kinase;
BRAF, v-Raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B; ERK,
extracellular signal-regulated kinases; PI3K, phosphatidylinositol4,5-bisphosphate 3-kinase; AKT, protein kinase B; mTOR,
mammalian target of rapamycin; SGK1, serine/threonine-protein
kinase.

Table 2 Differential diagnosis of paediatric gliomas
Craniopharyngiomas
Germinomas
Langerhans cell histiocytosis
Metastatic disease
Hamartoma
CNS infection
Demyelinating diseases
CNS, central nervous system.

in general. However, lower grade gliomas involve mainly
defects on cell division cycle pathways, such as the MAP
kinase pathway, which represents the first molecular step in
tumor evolution (14). Finally, another important molecular
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Clinical diagnosis
Paediatric tumours can remain undiagnosed for a prolonged
period of time. Patients in these age groups are not capable
to effectively present their symptoms, and some common
symptoms which might be non-specific such as headaches
can easily be missed (13). Although the majority of LGGs
(over 80%) will present through episodes of seizures
facilitating diagnosis, there is a sufficient percentage of
asymptomatic patients (18) that contribute to a lag in
diagnosis and allow further glioma growth. Therefore,
an improvement in paediatric glioma diagnosis is highly
needed. It is important for clinicians to be very thorough
when evaluating paediatric patients with neurological
symptoms, which give rise to suspicion for central nervous
system (CNS) pathology (13). The presentation may
include a headache, changes in behaviour, diplopia, emesis
and nausea, as well as papilledema. Other more specific
symptoms are focal motor deficits such as lesions of the
pyramidal tract, hemiplegia, chorea and dysmetria. Another
presentation is through episodes of seizures which are
frequent in cases of LGG, and much scarcer in HGGs.
The differential diagnosis for gliomas is quite extensive,
including CNS infections, such as viral encephalitis,
primary epilepsy and the very wide array of paediatric
demyelinating CNS syndromes (19). A list of the main
diseases to consider for differential diagnosis of paediatric
glioma cases is given in Table 2 (1). Clinical examination is
not adequate for glioma diagnosis. Although it is possible to
hypothesize lesion location, it is not possible to differentiate
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the nature of the lesion (20). This question must be
addressed through imaging, or through stereotactic or
intraoperative biopsy. Paediatric glioma patients also show
a high prevalence of genetic predisposition syndromes, such
as neurofibromatosis I or tuberous sclerosis. These special
patient categories are commonly affected by multiple
tumours, have a worse prognosis, and are very challenging
for clinicians and surgeons (21).
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Therefore, new perspective or randomized studies are much
required. Imaging is not considered 100% diagnostic and
a biopsy is required in most cases of gliomas (1). A lesion
diagnosed solely through imaging which does not require a
biopsy for definite diagnosis is the DIPG.
Treatment options
Chemotherapy

Imaging
The main diagnostic modality for gliomas and tumours,
in general is imaging which mainly includes computed
tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI),
and also newer imaging techniques such as functional
magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and positron emission
tomography (PET). CT is useful to detect erosion of bony
structures as well as hemorrhagic tumour attributes and also
offers a fast method for initial diagnosis (1). Novel imaging
technologies offer improved knowledge of tumor nature
and anatomy, indicate its relationship with adjacent critical
structures and increase diagnostic accuracy, but there is a
lack of studies in the literature linking their use with better
clinical outcomes. Diagnostic accuracy through imaging is
generally satisfying especially for LGGs approaching the
level of 90%. A slightly higher level has been reported for
more advanced techniques such as PET scan and advanced
MRI-based techniques such as diffusion MRI, or MRI
spectroscopy (22). Advanced imaging techniques have
the potential to greatly affect pediatric cases of gliomas.
Due to the increased life expectancy in the pediatric
population, even a minor difference in diagnostic accuracy
or treatment efficacy can be translated in a substantial
survival gain. In addition, advanced imaging techniques are
proved to slightly improve surgical excision and patients’
survival (23). These concepts could justify the use of
expensive techniques such as PET scan in the pediatric
population with suspected brain gliomas (19). However
evidence on diagnostic accuracy is scarce, and more research
is needed to draw definite conclusions (19,22,24). The lack
of clinical trials, the lack of wide scale availability and the
relatively high cost of such techniques are the main reasons
of their underutilization, although there is some evidence
indicating cost-effectiveness of PET scan for glioma
diagnosis (23,25,26). Currently the grade and quantity
of evidence is insufficient to justify the wide-scale use of
advanced imaging techniques for glioma diagnosis, and
available positive evidence should be regarded with caution.
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There are numerous regimens of chemotherapy which
can be utilized for LGGs, HGGs and recurrent gliomas.
Chemotherapy, when examined alone, seems to be the
less effective modality, offering an only slight increase in
survival (27). However, it is utilized due to its cumulative
effect when combined with other management strategies, an
effect that can provide dramatic increases in survival, up to
three-fold (28). CCNU (chloroethyl-cyclohexyl nitrosourea)
and vincristine are some of the main chemotherapeutic
agents utilized with great effect in various clinical trials,
as well as PCV (procarbazine, lomustine, and vincristine)
which has also been reported to improve survival in cases
of paediatric gliomas. Temozolomide (TMZ) is a standard
chemotherapeutic modality which appears to increase
median survival for approximately 2 months in adults, but
trials in children failed to show any survival benefit (1).
Chemotherapy with the transplantation of stem cells is a
novel modality for treating HGG, although its superiority
to other treatment modalities has not been established (29).
Radiotherapy
Radiotherapy is a very effective treatment modality for
gliomas, especially for LGGs. It can be utilized either
post-operatively or preoperatively, or as a stand-alone
treatment for inoperable cases (30). It is most often
combined with chemotherapy a combination which
seems to increase toxicity. Recent studies have pinpointed
that combination with temozolomide produces less
toxicity than the combination with cisplatinum-based
regimens (31). Radiotherapy can also be augmented by
the use of radiosensitizers such as gemcitabine, improving
patient survival and increasing quality of life (QoL) (32).
Radiotherapy is utilized in glioma management after
tumour resection in virtually all cases. It is also used in
inoperable cases along with radiosurgery and radiotherapy.
The usual dose is about 60 Gray (Gy) in 30 fractions while
higher doses do not seem to affect survival (1).
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Radiosurgery
Radiosurgery in the management of pediatric gliomas is
controversial and there is no consensus on its utilization.
The main concerns are collateral tissue damage and
devastating brain edema that can both negatively affect
prognosis and/or create great difficulties for future
surgical resection (33). However, gamma knife surgery
has proved most effective in cases of inoperable LGGs,
HGGs and glioma recurrences offering satisfying tumour
control, especially in cases of residual tumours of small
volume (34). Studies show that radiosurgery decreases
residual tumour volume up to 70% and higher residual
volumes tend to respond less to gamma knife surgery. Exact
tumour volume limits have not been determined but based
on the literature, volumes of 2 cm3 or less tend to respond
well to radiosurgery and tumour volumes of 4 cm 3 and
above tend to respond poorly (33). The usual radiation
dosage on the tumour margin is approximately 15 Gy (35).
Neurosurgical management
The ultimate treatment of gliomas has always been complete
surgical excision, a strategy with great technical difficulties.
Both LGG and HGG should be operated although there
are suggestions of a conservative follow up of some selected
LGG cases with serial brain imaging studies. However,
recent studies have shown that follow up of LGGs is
not as effective as the standard surgical management
protocols (2). Therefore, surgery should be the initial
management step of every glioma case regardless of grade
except of some specific glioma types with contradictions
such as DIPG. Neurosurgical treatment should be
aggressive and throughout in all glioma cases. It has
been proven that GTR offers a substantial advantage
in survival over subtotal resection. Recent studies have
shown that subtotal resection increases mortality as much
as infratentorial tumour location (36), which translates to
a 50–100% increased mortality for patients with subtotal
resection (36,37). In terms of months duration, the
difference in survival can reach up to 35 months when
comparing GTR to subtotal resection (37). According
to literature, GTR is the most important feature in
the treatment of gliomas, and therefore the role of the
neurosurgeon is of pivotal importance. It must be noted
that in adult patients the difference in survival is much
lower (30%) and is mainly attributed to the higher life
expectancy of the paediatric population (38). For the above
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reasons, neurosurgical treatment of paediatric gliomas
must be more aggressive (3). GTR, however, is not easily
achieved. Studies show that only 35–45% of paediatric
patients receive GTR (37,39). This pinpoints the need to
increase surgical precision through new technologies, but
studies showing increased GTR percentages when utilizing
newer technologies such as intraoperative MRI are scarce.
Currently, some studies show that intraoperative imaging
through fluorescence or MRI can increase GTR rates, but
the amount and quality of evidence are not sufficient to
draw definite conclusions (40,41). The most common factor
affecting GTR percentages is superficial tumour location.
GTR seems to be mostly feasible in superficial tumors and
rates are much lower for deep-seated brain tumors (37).
Over the last decades, studies show that survival in GBM
paediatric patients has not been substantially improved.
However, survival of patients not receiving GTR has been
improved though the use of radiotherapy (42). Radiation
and chemotherapy have been reported to improve the
survival of patients where GTR cannot be achieved. Since
GTR is the most powerful predictor of glioma survival,
the fact that survival has not increased in the past decades
indicates the need to improve GTR rates in paediatric
gliomas (43).
Palliative treatment
Palliative and end of life care are very important since
many glioma cases are inoperable, due to contradictions or
recurrent disease. Therefore, in many cases, palliative care is
the only option a physician can offer. Palliative care consists
of family counselling and minor interventions, which
slightly increase quality of life for the remaining months
of life. Prognosis of inoperable cases such as DIPG can be
extremely low with a 5-year survival of less than 1% (44),
and an average of 12 months remaining life (45). Although
such a time period seems limited, it is a rather critical
stressful time with both patients and families requiring
both physical and psychological care. Palliative care
includes adequate family counseling, psychological support,
supportive treatment, and various minor interventions
such as the installation of external ventricular drainage
systems for the alleviation of hydrocephalus symptoms (46).
The most important part of pediatric palliative care is the
psychological support which is a very delicate matter for
patients and families (47). Studies show that during DIPG
clinical course, the most affected quality of life aspects are
anxiety and physical functioning (48). Although palliative
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treatment is very important for inoperable gliomas, there
are no protocols guiding effective palliative care (49). It is
generally a procedure decided and planned by surgeons and
oncologists individually and many physicians, unfortunately,
neglect some important aspects of palliative care such as
the psychological support (50). A recent cohort study has
identified the most widely used palliative interventions.
Analgesia, antiemetics, steroids, anticonvulsants, antisecretory drugs, and laxatives are all measures utilized in
more than 50% of glioma patients (50).
Discussion
Management of paediatric gliomas can be either through
palliative care, conservative treatment, chemotherapy,
radiotherapy, surgical management or a combination of the
above. Treatment depends on the type of glioma. Palliative
care includes end of life treatment in cases of gliomas that
are not amenable to resection or non-surgical treatment.
Large grade IV gliomas involving the dominant hemisphere
and/or extending to the contralateral hemisphere (butterfly
gliomas) are some very common examples (2,28,51). It
is, of course, possible to perform whole brain radiation,
hypo fractionated radiotherapy, and surgical excision
of remnants, but such strategies do not offer additional
survival benefit (52). Palliative care includes supportive
care such as brain oedema management with osmotic
agents and/or corticosteroids, sufficient pain relief and
family counselling. Conservative management of gliomas
also includes corticosteroids for the alleviation of brain
oedema, prophylactic use of anticonvulsants, and in some
cases careful waiting until surgery or other management
strategies. LGGs are preferably excised, but an alternative
is watchful waiting for LGGs of small size in non-eloquent
areas. Many authors support that watchful waiting might
be inferior to early resection for LGGs, although the
amount and quality of evidence is insufficient (2). We must
point out that especially for the paediatric population the
majority of the authors repost that conservative treatment
is a less favourable option (2,4,53). It is mostly preferable
to follow an aggressive surgical approach, since children
have a higher life expectancy, and aggressive treatment can
offer increased clinical benefit (54). Utilizing a conservative
approach should be reserved for special cases with
significant comorbidities and/or specific contradictions.
In addition, conservative management in such paediatric
cases of gliomas should be accompanied with a closer follow
up (43) during which a surgical approach should be engaged
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when and if indicated.
HGG, on the other hand, are always managed
aggressively unless specific contradictions exist, such as
butterfly gliomas, multicentre gliomas, extensive dominant
lobe involvement, or poor prognosis such as elderly
patients or low Karnofsky score (<70) (13). Surgery with
the removal of the maximum possible percentage and GTR
should always be the goal. Surgery is always followed by
chemotherapy (temozolomide) and radiotherapy (external
beam radiation) for optimal results. The special case of
DIPG is considered inoperable and managed through
chemotherapy and radiotherapy, but with poor results
(9-month median survival) (50,55). However, there are some
promising new studies on the oncolytic virus DNX-2401,
as a possible future treatment modality for such extremely
malignant cases (56).
Recurrences are similarly if excision is feasible.
Radiosurgery is also an option for recurrences and
is very effective in cases of low tumour volumes.
Therefore, when managing recurrences of paediatric
gliomas, the decision is between surgical excision with
chemoradiotherapy when surgical excision is possible,
radiosurgery with chemoradiotherapy when tumour
location is non-critical, and tumour volume is sufficiently
l o w, a n d c h e m o r a d i o t h e r a p y a l o n e w h e n t u m o u r
location and/or size precludes the use of surgery and
radiosurgery (57). Inoperable cases can be managed
with radiosurgery, if collateral damage is acceptable,
and subsequent chemotherapy and radiotherapy. When
radiosurgery is not acceptable, then only chemotherapy and
radiotherapy should be utilized (1).
Paediatric gliomas differ from adult gliomas, in
terms of differentiation and biology (58). The paediatric
population is mostly affected by lower grade gliomas and
the affected pathways usually involve mitotic and cell
division mechanisms. In addition, paediatric patients receive
a much higher survival benefit from interventions than
adults, which highlights the significance of even slightly
superior interventions (36). This also increases the value
of aggressive treatment, and the use of advanced imaging
technologies and intraoperative imaging. There is a great
need for high-quality studies to assess the value of novel
technologies on the management of paediatric gliomas.
Such research would have a high impact on patient survival
and quality of life (3).
Early diagnosis is extremely important, in order to
proceed earlier with tumour management and achieve
higher rates of GTR. When it comes to paediatric patient
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evaluation for possible gliomas diagnostic protocols
should be more aggressive. The quality-adjusted life years
(QALYs) saved through aggressive diagnostic protocols,
can justify the additional cost (1). The most important
goal is to improve GTR rates through new approaches and
technologies, and there is a great need for additional studies
and research in this area. It is also important to better
study glioma biology in order to develop novel treatment
modalities and facilitate management and surgical resection.
Research is also needed in all other areas of glioma such as
chemotherapy, radiotherapy and radiosurgery in order to
improve patients’ survival and QALYs. Only by focusing
on all treatment modalities along with effective surgical
intervention it will be possible to maximize median survival.
The future of paediatric glioma treatment might reveal an
unexpected increase in survival, due to increasing scientific
research data and technological development (59).

other metric is the extent of tumour resection. GTR when
compared to subtotal resection can triple patient’s survival
by months and therefore new technologies should be
developed to facilitate GTR in order to improve patient’s
prognosis.
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need for additional research on more critical areas affecting
survival. There is hope that novel molecular treatment
options will become available through the research of the
molecular pathways which affect glioma differentiation
and proliferation. Molecular personalized treatment
might be the main therapeutic approach of gliomas in the
future, bypassing the need for other treatment strategies.
Clinical diagnosis and imaging of gliomas hold a high
overall diagnostic accuracy surpassing 90%. However,
the early diagnosis of gliomas can improve survival and
therefore there is a need for improvement, possibly through
advanced imaging technologies or through screening
protocols. There are multiple treatment modalities, but
the universally accepted strategy consists of the triad of
tumour resection, radiotherapy and chemotherapy. Tumour
recurrences and inoperable tumours are usually managed
through radiosurgery and further sessions of radiotherapy
and chemotherapy. The most important part of glioma
treatment and the one affecting survival more than any
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